Most Common Windows 10 Activation Errors And Their
Fixes
Have you installed Windows 10 and not able to explore complete Windows
features? Are you receiving lots of errors after installation while going through
activation? These are all due to activation errors for which you can dial a toll-free
number to have a technical support for Windows activation error. With these
technical supports team, you can have a complete assistance for errors. However,
first, you must know about the possible errors that may happen while activation
of Windows 10.
Genuine validation detected tempered Windows binaries
This appears as Error 0xC004C4AE and usually happens when you use third party
app for display of language which is not supported by Windows.
To have fixes of this issue, you just need to restore your PC at an earlier stage. If
you are still receiving error, then it may be that Windows copy is invalid, so here
you need to purchase new one
Licensing services shows that Outlook only used to determine product key
This appears as Error 0xC004F061 which shows that previous Windows version
has not been installed, before entering a product key to move toward Windows
10.
Here, you need to have an installation of Windows 7 or Windows 8.1before
proceeding for Windows 10.
Networking error occurred while activation of Windows copy
This error usually happens when your PC is not connected to internet or firewall
may be obstructing Windows from completing activation.

Here, you need to make sure that you have stable internet connections and
firewall in blocking your Windows from activation. If this does not resolve your
problem, then you can dial a toll-free number to have an online Windows 10
technical support to have a solution without delay.
Product key has exceeded its limits of unblocking
This error appears when product key has been used on another PC or is being
used on various PC. This appears with code Error 0xC004C008.
Here, you just need to buy a product key for every PC to have a proper activation
of Windows. For buying a product key, just follow the steps shown as below:
• Go to Start> Settings> Update and security> Activation.
• Now, choose to go to Store and then go through online instructions.
These are some of the Windows activation errors. However, there are many
others errors about which you can know with the help of a Windows technical
support team. Here, you can also have a solution for those Window activation
errors.

